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From ever-increasing competition
to the unprecedented challenges of 
the pandemic, there is a great need 
for oral healthcare professionals
and brands to use smarter business 
and marketing strategies — and that
includes finding ways to differentiate 
their offices and brands within their 
respective markets. In this ebook, 
you will find tips to position your
office or brand as the go-to provider 
for patients in your area, helping you 
put your practice or practice group 
on the path to success.
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Go back to 2019, and there were already a slew of challenges that dentists, orthodontists, and even large 

practice groups were dealing with when it came to keeping their office doors opening and competing in their 

markets. Dental school debt, high overhead costs, reduced insurance reimbursements, and tight margins 

were just a few of the many obstacles they commonly faced.

Then 2020 happened.

With the COVID-19 pandemic coming full-force completely out of left field, oral healthcare professionals and 

organizations were hit with a whole new set of challenges they never saw coming, making it more difficult 

than ever to keep their offices open and thriving. 

The health crisis has forced the oral healthcare community to quickly adapt their business strategies as

well as the way they deliver care, and many within the industry are still figuring out how to navigate the

current climate.

“If there was a need before for dental and orthodontic offices to be strategic, that need has only been

amplified,” says Andrea De La Cerda, Director of Vertical Marketing for Scorpion, a provider of technology 

and marketing solutions for the medical industry. “Now more than ever, it’s critical for providers to be thinking 

about how they’ll not only stay in front of potential patients, but also how they will differentiate themselves 

from their competition.”

De La Cerda says it’s important for dentists and orthodontists to make sure they stand out during every stage 

of the patient journey, from the first moment the patient hears about the provider all the way through to their 

first experience in the office along with return visits. The dental and orthodontic offices and brands that

succeed in this area will be the ones to attract and retain more patients, giving them the best opportunity to 

pull through these turbulent times and get on the right path for long-term success.

According to De La Cerda, it can be done when the right digital strategies are put into place. She explains 

that it all boils down to finding what makes you unique, providing a top-notch patient experience, and

implementing effective marketing tactics. This all starts with examining your practice or brand to identify 

where you already excel.

Dentists and orthodontists have never
seen such challenging times.
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Most general dentists and orthodontists offer the same six or seven services, which is one of the reasons 

it can be so difficult to stand out. The solution? De La Cerda advises that you take a service that will attract 

your ideal patient and start focusing your marketing efforts around it. Determine what makes you different, 

whether it’s a process or technique you’re using, a new technology, or the experience the patient receives 

while in your office, and then craft the language in your digital marketing efforts to reflect that. 

Adding an educational blog to your website, and investing in pay-per-click advertising are examples of

ways to get your message out and attract more patients to your office, De La Cerda says.

One of Scorpion’s clients, pediatric practice Adventure Dental in Santa Clarita, CA, has been working 

to do exactly that. Drs. Amy Monti and Shandra Pepper wanted to position their office as the go-to pedo 

practice in their area, but it was a struggle. They were not only competing with other pediatric offices, but 

with GPs as well. With the help of Scorpion, they’ve updated their website to better reflect the fun, high-tech 

environment the practice offers, attracted more positive online reviews, and leveraged a blog that highlights 

their pediatric expertise.

“Our blog is a powerful tool for educating patients,” Dr. Pepper says. “We’re seeing that people are very 

interested in the content we’re sharing, and it’s helping us build more exposure for Adventure Dental.”

Dr. Julio Hernandez, another Scorpion client, wanted his practice, Biscayne Dental & Facial Aesthetics in 

Miami, FL, to be known for high-end cosmetic dentistry. From the beginning, he set out to appeal to young, 

upscale patients in Miami willing to pay for cosmetic services such as veneers, ortho, and implants, as well as 

skin services such as Botox injections, chemical peels, and laser skin treatments.

While he was successful at first, he soon realized his website wasn’t attracting the patients he really wanted. 

He hired a marketing firm to help him boost his online presence and grow his brand, but he still wasn’t happy 

with the results. Finally, he found Scorpion, the company that turned his digital marketing efforts around.

The team helped him build a website that better reflected his practice and launched pay-per-click (PPC) 

advertising campaigns to move him to the top of search results for those high-value treatments.

The team also created a blog and leveraged social media to raise awareness about Dr. Hernandez’s standout 

services, including a new skin care treatment known as PDO thread lifts now offered by his practice.

“PDO thread lifts are a relatively new service area, and we’re trying to corner that market,” Dr. Hernandez 

said. “We started blogging about this topic and promoting our services on social media. As a result, we got 

more people coming in asking for PDO thread lifts.”

Determine what makes you different.
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I N D U S T R Y  I N S I G H T

The Importance of a Good Tagline
Your tagline should tell people what makes your practice or brand 
different. Sit down with your team to come up with a strong tagline 
that delivers your message, and then use it. Have team members say 
the tagline when they answer the phone, and make sure it’s included 
on your website and marketing materials.

COVID-19 has shifted patients’ needs and expectations, which means they’re evaluating their oral health 

care providers in a whole new way. To make sure you’re differentiating your practice or brand, take the

time to share what your team is doing to provide patients with safer, more affordable, and more
convenient care.

Here are a few points to consider:

Safety: Safety is a top concern for patients today. A recent statistic shows that only 64% of respondents

believe their dentist knows how to prevent the spread of COVID-19. This represents an important

opportunity to make sure all your patients see and know that you’re keeping them safe.

In response, dentist and orthodontists are taking steps like:

 • Requiring staff and patients to wear the appropriate PPE in the office
 • Purchasing air filtration systems to reduce the risk of COVID-19 spreading through their air

 • Spacing out appointments and operating at reduced capacity to allow for proper social

  distancing, and turnaround time between patients

Show how you’re innovating to better
serve patients during the pandemic.

“It’s important to let patients know about the steps you and your team 
 are taking to mitigate risk and create a safe treatment environment.
 Even if it seems like every other office is doing the same thing, not
 everyone is actually talking about it. Patients appreciate being kept
 in the loop and assured that you’re putting their safety first,” De La
 Cerda said.
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I N D U S T R Y  I N S I G H T

The First Appointment
When patients visit your office for the first time, you don’t want to
rush them through the appointment. That’s why Dr. John Flucke 
schedules new patient exams for 90 minutes rather than 60. “The 
way we schedule makes a big difference,” he says. “It allows us to  
explain things and educate patients about what we’re doing. If
you’re in a corporate office and completing new patient exams in
30 minutes, you really can’t differentiate yourself.”

Affordability: The COVID-19 pandemic caused the U.S. unemployment rate to reach its highest levels

since the Great Depression, and experts say it will take years to recover.1 More people out of work means 

more people are without insurance and are consequently finding it challenging to pay for the dental and 

orthodontic care they need.

You can make your office or offices stand out by meeting financially strapped patients halfway with

incentives to help them manage their costs.

These include incentives such as:

 • Additional payment options
 • Payment plans, or financing
 • Membership programs
 • Discounts and special offers

Convenience: With social distancing, stay-at-home orders, and increased restrictions for in-office care, 

dentists and orthodontists have had to get creative in how they serve their patients. Many providers have 

embraced practices that create a greater level of convenience for patients.

These include practices like:

 • Parking lot waiting rooms
 • Telehealth appointments
 • Home delivery of products, such as orthodontic aligners
 • The option of in-app, or text payments

Many of the circumstances that the dental and orthodontic industry are facing today may be temporary. 

However, the fact is that in the meantime, the patient experience is evolving and that’s shifting those

patients’ perception of what their oral health care professionals should be doing to

support them.

Therefore, as an oral healthcare provider, you need to be continually innovating in the areas of 
safety, affordability, and convenience if you want to prove your value to patients and show why your 
office or brand is the best option for care.

1. https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/05/08/april-2020-jobs-report/ 
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Once you’re able to bring a patient into your office, the next step is to figure out how to keep them coming back 

and even telling others about your dental care practice or brand. This is where the patient experience makes 

all the difference. Simply treating patients the way they want to be treated will go a long way in fostering loyalty 

and generating referrals.

Here are a few tactics for making a better impression on patients:

 • Train your staff on best practices for engaging with patients both over the phone and in person to

  ensure they are being given the highest-quality service at all times.

 • If you have multiple offices, make sure your patient intake and care processes are streamlined

  to ensure brand consistency and an optimal experience at every location.

 • Encourage your staff and dental/orthodontic care team to remember patients’ names and details

  about their lives.

 • Find ways to make standard care more personal and exciting for your patients, such as by creating

  a rewards program for child and teen orthodontic patients who keep up good oral health habits.

 • Provide current and prospective patients with educational digital content to keep them informed

  about oral health best practices and treatments (such as through blog posts, videos, e-newsletters, etc.).

 • Follow up with patients (via phone, email, or text) to see how their most recent visit went and learn how

  you can better serve them.

Create an unforgettable
patient experience.
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I N D U S T R Y  I N S I G H T

Start Texting
Many of your younger patients prefer to communicate via text, and 
having a system that allows you to send and receive texts can be a 
huge differentiator. But it’s also important to keep in mind that some 
patients might prefer email or even phone calls. Take note of patients’ 
communication preferences and then honor them when reaching out.

2. ebook Link

 • Take the time to regularly read through your online reviews to learn what patients are saying about

  their experiences and glean from that feedback. If you identify a legitimate issue (such as a flaw in

  your billing process), work to correct it.

 • Respond to reviews, both good and bad, to let patients know they are being heard and to

  demonstrate that your office cares about patient satisfaction.

 • Create a positive office culture for your staff, as happy staff members are more likely to deliver the

  exceptional service needed to keep your patients coming back.

And last but not least, do the right thing. Create an environment where patients will feel their well- 
being is always being put first. You can do this by giving patients the time and attention they deserve 

when they visit your office, and also by being careful not to come off as pushy when recommending ser-

vices. Let patients know what dental or orthodontic services are available, but don’t try to overtly sell them 

on these services each time they’re in the office.

Educate your patients and start building connections. That will make your practice or brand stand out, and 

ultimately get more patients to accept treatment.
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Here are few popular review sites where you should set up profiles for each of your offices and respond to 

patient feedback, both good and bad:

I N D U S T R Y  I N S I G H T

The Power of Reviews
Did you know that 90% of patients use online reviews to evaluate 
healthcare providers like dentists and orthodontists?2 Attracting more 
online reviews and working to boost your overall rating can drive
more patients to your website and into your office. 

2. ebook Link
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Here are a few out-of-the-box strategies that Braces by Dr. Ruth uses to create an unforgettable patient

experience. The practice offers…

 • Vibrant and artsy office decor creating a fun environment for teens

 • A token-based rewards program to incentivize good oral health practices

 • An annual patient appreciation party

 • An annual, communitywide T-shirt design contest 

Improving the digital patient experience
One of the best ways to market your practice or brand is to create a rich digital experience. According to

Scorpion’s De La Cerda, that means having a modern website that loads quickly, is easy to navigate, provides 

the information patients need, and makes it easy for patients to contact your office to ask questions or

schedule an appointment.

A strong social media presence on platforms such as Facebook and Instagram is also key to getting your 

office noticed, De La Cerda says. Video, for example, can be very effective. Video has one of the highest 

conversion rates, and offers a great way to capture the practice culture and share your authentic brand story. 

Photos can be effective as well, especially when you post pictures of your team members and happy patients 

(if you have their permission, of course).

But just adding to your marketing budget isn’t a complete solution. There are so many ways you could be 

spending money that it is easy to waste money in the end. To avoid this, Scorpion’s technology uses predictive 

analytics to optimize paid ads in real time. Many oral healthcare professionals are either not thinking about this 

at all or are trying to optimize their buys manually, De La Cerda says.

D O C T O R  S P O T L I G H T

Braces by Dr. Ruth: Creating a Unique Patient Experience
Braces by Dr. Ruth in Nashville, Tennessee has become a go-to 
orthodontic practice for patients in its community. It’s not just because 
the practice has been around for 20 years… it’s largely due to the 
unique experience Dr. Edmonds and her team create for their patients 
at the office.
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But just adding to your marketing budget isn’t a complete solution. There are so many ways you could 

be spending money that it is easy to waste money in the end. To avoid this, Scorpion’s technology uses 

predictive analytics to optimize paid ads in real time. Many oral healthcare professionals are either not 

thinking about this at all or are trying to optimize their buys manually, De La Cerda says.

Scorpion’s machine learning-driven technology compares data from multiple clients as well as variables 

such as time of day, day of the week, type of device, and geographic area to optimize clients’ digital 

campaigns in real time to make the most of the money they are spending. To stay on the cutting edge, 

De La Cerda believes dental and orthodontics practices and practice groups should keep a watch on 

how their digital marketing investments are performing, and they should find a marketing partner that 

can leverage the latest technology to optimize their digital marketing spend.

“Let’s say a dentist like Dr. Hernandez wants to promote Botox injections to differentiate himself,” De La 

Cerda says. “He would communicate that story through paid ads. At the same time, our technology is 

targeting individuals in specific zip codes at times of day when the ads are most likely to convert new 

leads to his practice. Not only are we creating the appropriate story, we’re targeting the people who 

want to read about it when they are ready to receive it. That improves the patient experience, which 

doesn’t start when they walk through the door. It starts when they’re online looking for services.”

I N D U S T R Y  I N S I G H T

Success with Pay-Per-Click
Dr. Julio Hernandez of Miami-based Biscayne Dental & Facial Aesthetics 
worked with Scorpion to attract patients who want higher-end services, 
including ortho and skin care, to his practice using pay-per-click ad 
campaigns. These services bring in thousands of dollars per patient and 
represent a great opportunity for practice growth. “I’m seeing more
people come in for orthodontic services,” he said, “and they’re even 
coming from farther away. That’s saying a lot considering there are
probably hundreds of orthodontists in just a 5-mile radius in Miami.”
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Patients have plenty of options for care today, and in these quickly evolving times, many 
healthcare providers are going out of their way to accommodate patients in new ways. 
As a result, the more you make your practice or brand stand out and show patients the 
added value you deliver, the more likely you will be to earn their business and keep it for 
years to come.

With the right digital marketing plan and exceptional care and service, you can keep your 
practice or brand visible and memorable to patients and also secure their trust. Ultimately, 
this will give you the leverage you need to grow your production numbers and your 
bottom line over time. 

It’s time to show patients
what makes you different.
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